lebanon: 2018 unrwa achievements and highlights
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In order to most efficiently utilize limited resources and simultaneously
protect the most vulnerable Palestine refugeees from Syria (PRS) in
Lebanon, UNRWA reviewed its vulnerability mechanism. The Agency
recategorized PRS into extremely vulnerable and vulnerable
categories.
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UNRWA programmes in Lebanon were also supported by an
additional US$ 26.5 million through project funds.This
affected services to PRS in Lebanon.
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In 2018, UNRWA was confronted with an unprecedented
financial crisis and faced major challenges in securing the
resources needed to provide humanitarian assistance to
Palestine refugees in Syria and those in the region affected by
the conflict.
Only 22.2 per cent, or approximately US$ 73 million of the
US$ 329 million appealed for under the 2018 UNRWA Syria
Regional Crisis Emergency Appeal was funded. This is a
significant decrease from 2017, when the appeal was 43
per cent funded.
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